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Shuttle Service Operating
Between grOtOn and new lOndOn
At 2:45 p.m. on Monday, July 18, Daryl E. Poole was get-

ting ready to pull out of the driveway between Building 221 
and the visitor lot in Groton with the 29-passenger Glaval 

bus, making the last run of the day on the first day of shuttle service 
between the shipyard in Groton and the engineering complex in New 
London.

“It’ll be a while before people realize that the shuttle service is oper-
ating, and the times might not work for everyone,” said Poole (545), 
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(505) and Electric Boat’s 
Groton – New London 
shuttle bus by the 
visitor parking lot.
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noting that business was slow on the first 
day.

The scheduled route goes out Mitchell 
Street in Groton and across the Gold Star 
Bridge to New London and Shaw’s Cove, 
and then to the engineering complex.

On the first day traffic was light, and 
Poole arrived at Shaw’s Cove five minutes 
ahead of the schedule. He waited until 
the scheduled 3:10 p.m. departure, even 
though the prospect of riders was low, and 
indeed no one came out of the building to 
catch the shuttle.

“The first day, I don’t want anyone say-
ing I didn’t keep to the schedule,” Poole 
said with a laugh as he wheeled out on 
to Howard Street, and the last leg of the 
trip to the New London engineering com-
plex. Arriving at the 28 minute, 15 second 
mark, he settled in to wait for the sched-
uled 3:30 p.m. departure.

On his way out of the engineering 
complex, two drivers waiting outside 
waved him to a stop and asked if student 
interns working in the New London com-
plex were eligible to take the bus. Poole 
responded that as long as they wore Elec-
tric Boat badges, he’d be happy to have 
them. When he learned the interns could 
not clock out until 3:30, he said he’d hold 
up departure for a couple of minutes so 
they could catch the shuttle.

“We might have to adjust the schedule 
in case other people are in the same situ-

ation,” Poole said, as he resumed his trip 
back to Groton. Even with the slight delay 
to talk to the intern parents, the shuttle 
was back at the visitor lot in Groton in just 
18 minutes and 16 seconds, nearly 12 min-
utes ahead of schedule.

“Looks like we should be able to meet 
the schedule pretty easily, even when rid-
ership picks up,” Poole said.

Groton (visitor lot) New London (front entrance) Groton
Depart Arrive Depart Arrive

7 AM 7:30 AM 7:45 AM 8:15 AM

11:30 AM  Noon 12:15 PM 12:45 PM 

2:45 PM 3:15 PM 3:30 PM 4 PM

Stops at Shaw’s Cove will be made on demand.
The shuttle schedule may be modified based on ridership and usage.

GROTON – NEW LONdON ShUTTLE SChEdULE

GROTON – NEW LONdON ShUTTLE SERvICE
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252 John Falvey
 Brian Fontaine
 William Korcak
 Justin Kunak
 Matthew Lavallee
 Dara Salls
 Dale Schaarschmidt

341 Susan Borenstein
 Jesse Bryant
 Jennifer Ewalt

410 Ainsley Brown
 Daniel Duprey

412 Nathaniel Anker

413 Benjamin Allen
 Patrick Keough
 Gregory Michel
 Daniel Milligan
 Christopher Reed
 Casey Spencer

414 Jeremiah Jones 
 Victoria Solla

415 Holly Gendreau
 Matthew Kazana

416 Colby Cushing
 Jodi Hill
 Amanda Keller
 Stephen Smith
 Nachiketa Tiwari
 Derek Welch
 Derek Wiatrowski

428 Nathan Melanson
429 Rony Kamruzzaman

433 Russell Austin
 Rick Cressey
 Philip DaSilva

434 Joseph Dear
 Robert Miller Jr.

437 James Cain
 Hani Mubarez
 Seth Swanberg
 Vincent Tancredi
 Corey Worthington

443 Amanda Klein

448 James Gancarz
 Wilmer Lambert
 David McLaren
 Lauren Norman

449 Christopher Brown
 Anthony Duva
 Carolyn Hartzell
 Sherin James
 Joseph Pratt
 Andrew Saunders

452 Daron Chandler
 Noah Greenleaf
 Alexander Mitteness

453 Collin Duval
 Chelsea Henderson
 Andrew Laflamme

454 Nicholas Smith

456 Alexander Cordero
 William Dorff
 Seth Greenhalgh
 Timothy McGee

459 James Cerino
 Morgan Clendennin
 Jayne Morris

 
 
 
 

462 Joshua Friedensohn
 Myle James
 Michael LaRose
 Andrew Moger
 Thomas O’Brien
 Ryan Sekac
 
463 Alex Bolanos
 John Leonard III

464 Stephen Cassidy
 Stephen Huse

485 Stephanie Barnes
 Justin Dodson
 Dylan Gardner
 Joseph Jablonski
 Timothy Manchester
 Kirsten Martel
 Joseph Pietrzak

486 Allen Engasser
 Dana Howes
 Jose Reynoso

487 Clint Kendrick
 Keith Rowsey

 
 

492 David Chudy
 Christopher Frink
 Steven Mangone
 Gregory Preliasco
 Chet VanGaasbeek
 Conor Walsh

493 Shane Bourgault
 Alexander Kops
 Emily Landis
 David Stockford

494 Alex Duguay
 Hannah Holman
 Nicholas Parlin
 James Vincenzo

496 Nicholas Souza 

604 Kathleen Ruby

649 Franklyn Galvan

686 Carol Morosky

702 Steven Villucci

705 April Ford

 

902 Michael Beverly
 Michael Dennis
 Stephen Murdock

921 Eugene Dyer III
 Chad Graves
 Kim Heywood
 Michael Laliberte

922 Eric Dyl

924 Stuart White

933 William Moorehead
 Loren Stanley

WELCOME TO ELECTRIC BOAT
Please helP welcome the following emPloyees, who have recently joined the comPany

Submarine California Goes to Sea
California (SSN-781), the eighth Virginia-class submarine, completed its initial sea trials earlier this month.  
The submarine is scheduled to join the fleet later this year in a commissioning ceremony at Naval Station  
Norfolk in Virginia. 
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General Dynamics has recognized eight engineers for their 
professional achievements and advancement of the corpo-
ration’s technical capabilities.

Matt Boone (493), Pete Bielaczyc (493), Marc Enright (463), 
Lloyd Bagg (474), Dave Martin (474), Mike Amburn (459), Mario 
Nonnenmacher (459) – members of the USS Hartford Collision 
Repair Engineering Team – and Andrew Zimbelmann (462) were 
recognized at the corporation’s 13th Annual Engineering Excel-
lence and Innovations Awards Conference held recently in Falls 
Church, Va. Boone accepted the engineering award on behalf of his 
fellow team members.

Engineering Excellence Award

In 2009, the Los Angeles-class submarine USS Hartford (SSN-
768) was involved in a collision with a U.S. Navy surface ship in 
the Persian Gulf, suffering significant damage to the hull, sail and 
retractable bow planes. The Electric Boat engineering team estab-
lished in response to the accident developed a collision assessment, 
evaluation and repair plan without access to the ship and very little 
planning time prior to Hartford’s arrival at the Groton shipyard.

The team was engaged in three primary tasks – pressure hull 
assessment and repair, fairwater (sail) manufacturing and outfit-
ting, and retractable bow plane restoration.

To predict the extent of the damage prior to Hartford’s arrival, the 
team developed a finite element analysis based on supplied defor-
mation measurements of the damaged hull. In addition, the team 
developed an innovative solution to resolve the damage to the port 
retractable bow plane.

In all, the engineering team made significant contributions to a 

general dynamicS recOgnizeS electric BOat emplOyeeS
fOr innOvatiOn, engineering achievementS

complex pressure hull repair job, which was taken from concept 
to completion in less than five months; the fabrication, instal-
lation and test of a new sail in half the historical time; and the 
return of USS Hartford to its status as a fully certified naval 
combatant in 21 months.

Innovation Excellence Award

General Dynamics presented its Innovation Excellence Award 
to Zimbelmann in recognition of his efforts over the past 10 
years to develop advanced technology in the area of acoustic 
modeling.

Leading a multi-disciplined, multi-organization team of engi-
neers and scientists, Zimbelmann coordinated the development 
of highly innovative, physics-based noise prediction methods. 
These methods rely on detailed modeling of component noise 
source mechanisms, and structural dynamics of the component, 
support structure and ship to predict the generation of vibration 
and radiation of sound. The methods he developed are enabling 
key decisions that improve ship performance while avoiding 
overly conservative and costly designs.

The success of this effort is attributable to Zimbelmann’s 
comprehensive technical abilities, strong team building and 
leadership skills, and extreme attention to detail.

A newly fabricated sail is installed on 
USS Hartford at Electric Boat’s Groton 
shipyard.

Matt Boone Andrew Zimbelmann
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“Who wants to be part of what’s next?” That 
was the question asked of Electric Boat 
employees several months ago. “Who wants 

to be part of the culture of continuous improvement?”
Responding to the question were 21 employees who have 

since completed two weeks of Lean Six Sigma Green Belt 
training. These Green Belts will serve as problem-solving 
resources throughout the company on a wide variety of 
projects. Green Belt training provided participants the skills, 
knowledge and confidence to implement changes that will 
positively affect safety, quality, cost and schedule.

“We sought people with a passion for what they do, a 
willingness to foster a culture of change, and a dedication to 
being the best,” said Deneen Thaxton (670), director of process 
engineering. “We found a great group of people willing to 
identify areas for improvement, implement projects and lead 
change. The fact that they are from different sites and job 
disciplines illustrates a key point – that positive change can 
occur anywhere, initiated by anyone.”

With training now complete, Electric Boat has enhanced 
its continuous improvement efforts by equipping these 22 
employees with the skills to engage in, manage and implement 
projects that will define the company’s future.

lean Six Sigma

So what is Lean Six Sigma? It’s actually many things. It’s 
solving problems as a team in a constructive environment; 
eliciting ideas from those who actually perform the work and 
getting their expertise in solving the problems; improving the 
effectiveness of work through elimination of waste and defects; 
using data and information to help solve problems; getting to 
the root cause and developing practical solutions to ensure the 
problem stays fixed.

The Training

During the two-week training, students work a real Electric 
Boat process improvement project that covers Lean tools and 

emplOyeeS cOmmit tO cOntinuOuS imprOvement

philosophies, Six Sigma principles, statistical tools, facilitation 
skills, and change leadership skills. The training was led by Nik 
Iacono (670) and Bob Imbruglio (931).

The feedback from the participants has been positive. They 
expressed confidence that the training has provided them the 
tools required to successfully implement changes throughout 
the organization. 

“I want to change the way things are done and not settle for 
the ‘this is the way we’ve always done it’ response,” said Dan 
Varon (915). “I will definitely look at tasks differently and 
apply the tools I have learned to be more effective at doing my 
job and help others do the same.”

“I will take a lot of skills we’ve discussed in this 
training back to my home department – problem solving, 
communication skills, agenda building, etc.,” added Abel 
Sanchez-Torres (474). “These skills will help identify problems 
and get to their root cause quicker.”

Completing the two-week Green Belt training were: Andrew 
Alvares (901), Tom Bonelli (931), Craig Cook Jr. (915), Robert 
Dorian Jr. (915), Mike Grant (501), John Izzo (449), Stephanie 
Lyons (AMSEA), Ryan Mahoney (957), Paul Metro (957), Jona-
than Mogul (920), Andrew Nelson (915), Maryjane Perry (962), 
Abel Sanchez-Torres (474), James Scotto (904), Anna Steiger 
(902), Joseph Stravinsky (915), Brent Trainer (915), Dan Varon 
(915), Edward Vessella (921), Timothy Votta (915) and Jennifer 
Wolfinger (915).

“This was a great group,” said Iacono. “I’m confident that 
they will serve as effective Green Belts and take on improve-
ment projects that will change the way we do business.”

If you have a continuous improvement idea, contact Bob 
Imbruglio at 401-268-2747 or rimbrugl@gdeb.com.

Green Belt training provided participants the skills,  

knowledge and confidence to implement changes that 

will positively affect safety, quality, cost and schedule.



Over the course of a 50-year 
career at Electric Boat, 
Robert G. Caffary has 

worked on 18 different classes of 
submarines, a total of 114 boats 
in all. They include one-of-a-kind 
submarines such as USS Nauti-
lus (SSN-571), USS Seawolf (SSN-
575), USS Triton (SSN-586), USS 
Tullibee (SSN-597), USS Narwhal 
(SSN-671) and USS Glenard P. Lip-
scomb (SSN-685). He has worked 
on the deep-diving research sub-
marines Aluminaut and NR-1 and 
some first-of-a-class boats such as 
USS George Washington (SSBN-
598), USS Ethan Allen (SSBN-608) 
and USS Lafayette (SSBN-616). 
And he has worked on the Skate-, 
Skipjack-, Sturgeon-, Permit-, Los 
Angeles-, Ohio-, Seawolf- and Vir-
ginia-class submarines.

Caffary also worked on USS San 
Juan (SSN-751) the first to carry the 
BSY-1 combat control system, with 
a young Navy commander named 
Charlie Young who would later 
become an admiral and lead the ser-
vice’s Strategic Systems Program, 
and a young engineer by the name 
of John P. Casey who would later 
become president of Electric Boat.

But it’s the Trident-class, starting with USS Ohio (SSBN-
726) that he remembers the most fondly. “We had some issues 
to come through on the first two boats, but after that, the rest of 
the boats just started building themselves,” he said.

Caffary recently had breakfast with Casey and his staff to 
celebrate his 50-year anniversary with Electric Boat. At the 
gathering, Casey noted Caffary was joining a group of “a 
dozen people who are very, very special to us” – people who 
have 50 years or more with the company.

Caffary invited several people to the breakfast who together 
represent more than 250 years of Electric Boat service, all peo-
ple who have worked for him or with him in the Design and 
Engineering groups that support the detail design and installa-
tion of all lockers and stowages.

They were: James W. Fletcher (48 years), Sal Spinella (38 
years), Danny Lambert (35 years), Jonathan Morin (30 years), 
John Santilli (25 years) and Mark Butterfield (25 years).

The room was filled with laughter and light banter until 
Casey asked him, “How is EB doing as a company?” and the 
room fell silent.

“See how quiet everyone got?” Casey said with a grin. 
“They’re not sure what you’re going to say.”

“They never are,” Caffary responded.

Casey also gave him a watch 
that now goes to Master Ship-
builders on reaching their 40th 
anniversary with the company, 
a tradition that started after he 
passed that mark 10 years ago.

“I guess this symbolizes that 
it’s about time I retire?” Caffary 
asked.

“Oh, no – I may make some 
mistakes, but that’s not one of 
them!” Casey responded. “People 
like you are what make this place 
special.”

Dan Lambert, who works with 
Caffary in Dept. 494, agreed: 
“We learned a lot from Bob. He 
taught us how to do a good job, 
the correct way.”

Caffary never expected to 
spend 50 years at the shipyard. 
After a three-year stint in the 
Army that ended in January 1961, 
he applied for a job in the EB 
design department. That organi-
zation wasn’t hiring, so he trained 
as a welder at Norwich Techni-
cal School, finished the school in 
April, and landed a job as a ship-
yard welder. Six months later he 
transferred to shipfitting, working 

for $1.88 an hour, with a 2-cent raise after he became a ship-
fitter apprentice. A year later he joined the structural design 
apprentice program, which added another year to his time as 
an apprentice, from four years to five years.

He completed his apprenticeship in March 1966, and spent 
35 years as a chargeman in structural design. “It has been a 
very prosperous and rewarding journey for me over this last 
half century,” Caffary said. “I’ve been very fortunate to have 
worked for some very good supervisors and managers along 
the way, namely Mark Butterfield, Ed Czapek, Kurt Hesch, 
Terry Fedors and Jay Minicucci. To these supervisors and all 
the good people that I have worked with over the years, I offer 
an honest and sincere ‘thank you.’”

He continues to learn on the job, making the transition to 
NX, the Siemens design tool at the center of the next-genera-
tion Integrated Product Development Environment or IPDE.

He sees the potential for IPDE to transform submarine 
design as the company begins work on the Ohio Replacement 
Program, allowing EB to leverage all it has learned in the 37 
years since the Ohio contract was first awarded.

“I’d like to see the first ORP hit the water, but that’s a little 
ways off,” said Caffary, now 73.  “I might skip that launch,” he 
said. “I think the next 50 years is probably going to put more of 
a physical strain on me than the first 50.” 
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In southeast Connecticut, the word “stealth” usually makes residents think 
about quiet Navy submarines gliding down the Thames River en route to dis-
tant missions. In the Midwest, however, people associate the word with the 

mysterious B-2 Spirit bomber – a bat-like object they occasionally see flying over 
expansive cornfields.

The Air Force revealed the highly classified aircraft in 1988, although occa-
sional sightings – often reported as UFOs – fed rumors of its existence a decade 

before that. Since the program became operational, 
stealth bombers have successfully attacked targets in 
Serbia, Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya.

Last month, Pat Bevins (400), Mike Cortese (628) 
and Karl Hasslinger (628) traveled to Whiteman Air 
Force Base, Missouri, home of the 509th Bomber 
Wing. They met with the Wing Commander, Brig. 
Gen. Scott Vander Hamm and members of his staff.

The visit provided an opportunity for Air Force 
strike planners to understand submarine capabilities, 
and for the Electric Boat contingent to learn about 
the unique nature of Stealth Bomber strike missions. 
The goal was to find synergies where submarines 
could survey defenses, launch decoys and jammers, 
and strike radar sites to help Air Force bombers pen-
etrate enemy air defenses. Electric Boat’s Concept 
Formulation and Payload Integration groups will use 
the results of the meeting to develop future subma-

rine and undersea warfare system designs, payloads and operational concepts.
The visit included a tour of the bomber “Spirit of Missouri.” Even though the 

Electric Boat visitors are all former submariners, they thought the cockpit was 
cramped and uncomfortable. They found it difficult to imagine two pilots sharing 
the tiny space for 20 to 30-hour long strike missions these aircraft frequently fly 
from their home base in Missouri to targets around the world.

EB Employees Mike Cortese, Pat Bevins and Karl Hasslinger tour  
the B-2 Bomber “Spirit of Missouri” with its pilot, Maj. Robert Lamontange,  
U.S. Air Force.

“it all cOuntS” 
prOgram OfferS
$125,000 in prizeS

A reminder to all employees, Elec-
tric Boat’s It All Counts pro-
gram is under way for 2011. 

This health and wellness initiative pro-
vides opportunities for employees and 
their families to maintain good health and 
win one of nearly 150 prizes – totaling 
$125,000. Since the inception of Wellness 
raffle programs in 2007 (including “Let’s 
Get Physical”), the company has awarded 
half a million dollars in cash and prizes. 

The program is open to all employ-
ees. Spouses covered under one of Elec-
tric Boat’s health plans are also eligible. 
Please note: one raffle prize winner per 
employee/spouse.

To enter the raffle, you and/or your 
spouse must complete one of the follow-
ing between Dec. 1, 2010, and Nov. 30, 
2011:

Obtain a complete annual physical from 
your primary care physician.

Participate in a smoking cessation pro-
gram. (Smoking cessation programs must 
be approved by the facility’s medical 
director.)

Participate in a House Calls/Know Your 
Numbers health-screening event.

Fill a prescription at the Electric Boat 
Family Pharmacy.

These wellness actions can main-
tain and improve your health, and pro-
vide early identification of any medical 
issues so that treatments and outcomes are 
optimized. 

The company health plan, United-

the Other Stealthy platfOrm

continued on page 9

The visit provided an 
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strike planners to 
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Electric Boat contingent 
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nature of Stealth Bomber 

strike missions
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T he warning signs of skin can-
cer are similar to other can-
cers. Precancerous lesions can 

change from non-cancerous to can-
cerous over time. About half of fair-
skinned people who live to 65 will 
develop at least one skin cancer. The 
good new is that skin can be 100 per-
cent cured if it is found and treated 
early.

Several skin abnormalities can occur 
prior to developing cancer. Actinic 
Keratosis is a small patchy scale that is 
caused by too much sun exposure, par-
ticularly on the head, neck, and hands 
and usually starts when people are in 
their forties. Often the scaly lesions 
will scratch off but they tend to grow 
back. When these lesions occur on the 
lip then the diagnosis is actinic che-
litis. To stop its progress, early treat-
ment is suggested. 

A cutaneous horn is a skin lesion 
that appears typically as a single 
growth made from compacted kera-
tin. This growth is the same as nails. 
The length, size, and shape are vari-
able. Squamous cell carcinoma can 
sometimes be found at the base. Moles 
are much more common and are typi-
cally benign. Usually moles are brown, 
tan, pink or the same color as the skin. 
“Normal” moles may be flat or raised, 
smooth, and round or oval. Some 
moles can become atypical or abnor-
mal developing into melanoma over 
time. Most moles begin prior to the 
older adult years.

health
matterS

By Susan Andrews, M.D.

the Skin 
yOu’re in

Cutaneous Horn

Atypical Moles

Melanoma

Atypical moles can become cancer 
in both sun exposed and sun protected 
areas. Concern for a mole is required 
when the mole is larger than a pen-
cil eraser, irregular in shape, notched 
or fading borders, and has typically 
mixed coloration. A way to remember 
what to look for are the ABCDEs:

P  A = asymmetry

P  B = borders

P  C = color

P  D = diameter

P  E = elevation 

Any mole or freckle that looks dif-
ferent from your others should be 
checked by your doctor.

Melanoma is the least common skin 
cancer and more challenging to treat 
and can be deadly. Signs of melanoma 
as discussed above include, but are not 
limited to, change in appearance of a 
mole such as changes in size, shape, 
color, edges or coloration. Other signs 
are itchiness, oozing or bleeding.



241 John C. Green
 9 years
 O S Electrician W/L

251 Roger G. Lamothe
 34 years
 Painter Spec

403 Ernest hadinger
 13 years
 Eng Suppt – Courseware  
 Develop

456 Thomas L. Theroux
 30 years
 Elect S/Des Sr Spec

705 Mitchell J. Berdinka
 25 years
 Supervisor, Engineer

920 William J. Betty Jr.
 36 years
 M/T Prod Supp III

962 Joseph C. Bullock
 35 years
 Prod Supp Tech III

Retirees
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 Squamous cell carcinoma may 
appear as a hard red nodule, a scaly 
bleeding growth, a crusty growth, or 
a sore that does not heal. These typi-
cally appear on sun exposed areas such 
as the nose, forehead, ears, lips and 
hands. This cancer is curable if diag-
nosed and treated early.

Basal Cell Carcinoma is the most 
common and usually the easiest to 
treat.  This is a very slow growing can-
cer.  Basal cell carcinoma can vary in 
looks from pearly white, waxy bumps, 
flat, scaly, and flesh colored or brown 
colored. These can be located on both 
sun exposed and non- sun exposed 
areas.

So what can you do to prevent skin 
cancer? The most obvious answer is to 
limit your exposure to the sun between 
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. If you cannot limit 
your exposure then apply and reapply 
sunscreen liberally, wear a hat and sun-
glasses, and cover up with clothing. If 
you see a new growth, a changing mole 
or a sore that won’t heal, then follow up 
with your doctor.

 Squamous Cell Carcinoma 

Basal Cell Carcinoma

If you do not have a doctor, Elec-
tric Boat can help you find a primary 
care provider (PCP). Each employee 
and family member is encouraged to 
have a PCP and to visit him or her once 
a year for a complete physical exam. 
The relationship you build with your 
PCP is vital to your overall health and 
wellness.

Remember, your annual physical 
enters you into the It All Counts pro-
gram, which raffles off more than 
$125,000. (The other ways to enter 
the raffle are to have your numbers 
checked at either a House Calls or 
Know Your Numbers, participate in an 
approved smoking cessation program, 
or fill a prescription at the EB Fam-
ily Pharmacy.) Doria Sklar, the Groton 
wellness coordinator (860-433-6391), 
or Erik Teter, the Quonset Point well-
ness coordinator (401-268-2490), can 
assist employees and families with 
accessing both health care and support-
ing educational material. Additionally, 
Mercedes Beres, the UnitedHealthcare 
advocate (860-433-8272 or 401-268-
2240) can assist with you with con-
tinuing-care questions. If you prefer to 
search electronically for information 
visit myuhc.com. Also, for more infor-
mation go to www.SkinCancer.org.

Skin cancer is just one of the many 
health issues that employees and fam-
ilies need to understand and protect 
against. The best advocate for your 
health and your families’ health is you. 
No one does as complete a job of pro-
tecting the ones you love as you do, so 
keep up the work with summer fully 
upon us.

Photos provided by the The Skin 
Cancer Foundation and the Academy of 
American Family Physicians.

Healthcare, will record when 
you or your spouse has an 
annual physical. House Calls 
and Know Your Numbers 
entries will be tracked by 
the Yard Hospital in Gro-
ton and the Medical Dispen-
sary at Quonset Point. The 
Electric Boat Family Phar-
macy will record when you 
or your spouse transfers a 
prescription. House Calls and 
Know Your Numbers events 
are held at various locations 
throughout the facility during 
the year.

If you are not covered 
under one of EB’s health 
plans or for more information 
about It All Counts, please 
contact Doria Sklar (ext. 
36391) or Jeff Swallow (ext. 
22639).

IT ALL COUNTS 
continued from page 7
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50 years
494 Robert G. Caffary

45 years
278 Donald R. Donovan

486 Lewis F. Baker

40 years
201 John J. Connolly

244 David R. Carlson

321 Alan Q. Larkin

403 Gale D. Hoy

417 John Alden Jr.

445 Rinaldo J. Pazzaglia

447 Donald F. Stenz Jr.

480 Mark B. Rayer

505 Thomas J. Sudol

686 Robert P. Sedotti

35 years
100 Marshall H. Norman

201 Randy J. Williams

226 Thomas J. Couture

226 Dennis E. Widstrom

227 Edward J. Lindeborg

242 William S. Thompson

242 Glen R. Zagarenski

242 John M. Ziccardi

243 Ken J. Cofone

252 Roland M. Allard

252 John W. Benoit

321 Peter K. Swan

330 Cynthia A. Corley

355 Mary A. Barboza

355 Wayne J. Emond

355 Michael A. O’Neil

404 Judy A. Moran

419 James R. Cote

431 Dale R. Williams

447 David D. Gauvin

447 Peter M. Smerkar

453 John P. Braica Jr.

456 Ronald R. Rios

642 David A. Lefebvre

648 Martha M. Ward

682 Edward J. O’Donnell

684 Dexter A. White

792 James J. Gorton

904 David C. Piche

915 Peter S. Medeiros

924 Kenneth A. Brouillard

935 Dennis J. Defranco

950 Joseph L. Alves

950 Philip J. McCafferty Jr.

967 Robin S. Farrell

30 years
229 Kent C. Winchell

241 Robert C. Ventura

242 Remo J. Laureti Jr.

243 Norbert E. Oloff

251 Robert W. Delaporta

251 Ernest L. Holley

251 Earl E. Pudeler

252 Linda D. Armstrong

252 Richard A. Charron

252 John J. Lamay

252 Kenneth M. Michel

252 Sabino C. Nardone

341 Edward J. Stack

355 Robert A. DeLucia

403 Randy J. Souza

410 Leland M. Horton

413 Vincent R. Young

431 Duane V. Gamble

441 Royal L. Allard III

449 Kenneth R. Borden

449 Michael J. Brusca

449 Charles W. Gesner

452 Steven Beck

452 Joseph W. Morse

459 Robert H. Scott

496 Mark A. McCallum

505 Glenn A. Credit

626 Debra L. Matthews

924 Wesley F. Cook Jr.

924 Edward Zubritsky

25 years
275 Barry E. Lewis

330 Dolores E. Britt

355 David O. Wells

413 Thomas J. Kusnierz

425 Robert R. Feix

438 Peter J. Bold

452 Geoffrey G. Greeno

456 Shahnaz V. Nizami

460 William L. Evans

462 Ralph H. Williams

463 Christopher J. Abate

495 Isabel E. Alvarado

495 Jean M. Roche

496 Richard Bissonnette

648 Patricia A. Ameika

902 Michael F. Dipalma

915 Robert J. Fortune

915 Gary L. Lavoie

20 years
100 Steven J. Frechette

242 James E. Spencer Jr.

244 James A. Hartnett

427 Sean H. Bendick

448 Kenneth C. O’Connor

452 Craig P. Brodhead

452 Stephen K. Pratt

604 Gordon A. Pierce
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Electric Boat receives $16 Million for Common 
Missile Compartment work

The U.S Navy has awarded Electric Boat a $15.8 million contract modifica-
tion for continued engineering, technical services, concept studies and design 
in support of the Common Missile Compartment under development for the 
United Kingdom’s Successor ballistic-missile submarine and the U.S. Ohio 
replacement submarine.

The award modifies a $76 million contract announced in December 2008 for 
engineering, technical services, concept studies and design of a Common Mis-
sile Compartment for the next-generation ballistic missile submarines being 
developed for the Royal Navy and the U.S. Navy.

If all options are exercised and funded, the overall contract would have a 
value of more than $651 million.

Electric Boat Awarded $13M for Development of 
Advanced Submarine Technologies

Electric Boat has been awarded a $12.5 million contract modification by the 
U.S. Navy to develop advanced submarine technologies for current and future 
undersea platforms.

Under the terms of the modification, Electric Boat will perform advanced sub-
marine research and development studies in support of a wide range of technol-
ogy areas including manufacturability, maintainability, survivability, hydrody-
namics, acoustics and materials. Electric Boat will conduct research and devel-
opment work in additional areas including hull integrity, performance, ship con-
trol, logistics, weapons handling and safety. The contract also supports near-
term Virginia-class technology insertion, identification of Ohio-class replace-
ment technology options, future submarine concepts and core technologies.

Initially awarded in November 2010, the contract has a potential value of 
$711.4 million over a total of five years if all options are exercised and funded.

NASSCO Awarded $60M for Third Mobile landing 
Platform Ship’s long-lead Materials

SAN DIEGO
General Dynamics NASSCO has received a $60 million contract from the 

U.S. Navy to purchase long-lead materials for the construction of a third Mobile 
Landing Platform (MLP) ship.

NASSCO is already under contract to build two MLP ships. With this new 
contract, NASSCO will place orders for the ships’ engines and other compo-
nents that have significant manufacturing lead times. A contract that fully funds 
construction of the third MLP ship is expected to be awarded by early next year. 

“With the first MLP ship now under construction, we are pleased to be 
selected to build another MLP,” said NASSCO President Frederick J. Harris. 
“This contract demonstrates the U.S. Navy’s confidence in our ability to build 
and deliver a high-quality ship on schedule.”

 The MLP is a new class of auxiliary ship for the Navy. Once delivered, MLP 
ships will join the three Maritime Prepositioning Force squadrons that are stra-
tegically located around the world to enable rapid response in a crisis. MLP 
ships will be 765 feet in length and 164 feet in beam, with a design draft of 29 
feet. The deadweight tonnage is more than 60,000 metric tons.
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BUSINESS EThICS AND 
COMPlIANCE

When we talk about Business 
Ethics, we refer to the 
commitments that make our 
company great.

Each of us should strive to be:

P  Law abiding

P  Responsible and Reliable

P  Honest and Trustworthy

P  Fair and Cooperative

When we talk about Compliance, 
we refer to the laws, rules, 
regulations and policies that 
control and direct both our actions 
and those of our company.

The General Dynamics Standards 
of Business Ethics and Conduct 
includes information about both 
Ethics and Compliance. Each of 
us should read the Standards and 
understand the difference.

EB Ethics Director Frank 
Capizzano (860-433-1278) 
is available to assist anyone 
regarding questions or issues that 
may relate to ethical decision 
making. The GD Ethics Helpline 
is available 24/7 at 800-433-8442, 
or 700-613-6315 for international 
callers. Online access is available 
at www.gd.ethicspoint.com.

remember – when in doubt, 
always ask.
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